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GETTING TO KNOW THE SYSTEM
THE VARIOUS SYSTEMS under which Allentown and Sacred Heart
Hospital Center will operate reflect a considerable amount of
input from personnel of the parent hospitals.
In some cases,
these new systems will represent departures from traditional
practice since they are in keeping with many of the newest concepts for modern hospital management.
Beginning with this issue
of UPDATE, we will highlight some of these new systems and
practices.
The first to be discussed is ...
"MATERIALS MANAGEMENT"
The Materials Management concept combines into one
department everything that moves on wheels within
the hospital except foodstuffs.
Headed by the Director
of Materials Management, John Reges, it includes Pur~
chasing, Bulk Stores & Transportation,
Messenger-Escort
Service and Mail Room on one hand and Supply-ProcessingDistribution
(SPD) on the other.
One significant feature of this system is that it
requires the Central Supply Supervisor and Operating
Room Supervisor to work hand-in-hand,
since all surgical
supplies and equipment are processed through SPD.
That
means SPD will decontaminate, package, sterilize and
distribute surgical instruments and supplies to the
ORs and other departments.
Centralization
of major
sterilization procedures eliminates duplication of
effort and reduces equipment needs.
A nurse supervisor
with Central Supply, OR and floor experience is required
to make the system work.
At the Hospital Center, Central
Supply will remain open 24 hours a day, seven days a
week to handle special requests and meet emergency require~
ments.
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STAFF NOTES
THE STEERING CO~ITTEE
of the Interim Medical Staff will meet
on Wednesday, April 10. At that time, Florence Brown, Director of
Nursing Services, will review the nursing organization of the
Hospital Center with the Committee.
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POSTPONED

THE PLANNED MOVE of Hospital Center personnel from offices
in the "farmhouse" to permanent <;Iuartersin the new building
was postponed pending clarification of moving details,
No new

~ I~ / 'I
date has been set as of this writing.
What the postponement means
is that the old telephone number ...437-4872 ... remains in effect
for the Hospital Center until the move is completed.
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IS IN!

THE MARCH 31 CHANGEOVER to centralized telephone service was
quite smooth, with only a minimum of inconvenience noted by
callers to The Allentown Hospital and Sacred Heart Hospital.
Based
on the first week's experience, here are some thoughts on what
needs improving
Paging has posed a problem.
Since the operators are from two
hospitals, some were not familiar with the names from the other
hospital.
That necessitated a greater search for numbers than would
be normal.
There has also been some difficulty because of the
difference in paging procedures from one hospital to the other
radio at AH, voice at SH. As a result, many physicians with dual
staff membership had become accustomed to turning off their radio~
page receivers when they entered Sacred Heart .. They continued to
do so last week.
So we'd like to remind you, Doctors, to please
keep your pagers turned on at both hospitals, because it is now
possible to contact you directly through the Centrex system at
either hospital.
.
Physicians are encouraged to rent "pagers", particularly since
all physicians on the staff at the Center will need page receiyers
in order to be paged.
Get to know "180"!
That's the "meet-me" number under Centrex.
It enables a physician to dial into a call he is receiving from
outside.
It is not the number to dial when placing an outside
call.
To call outside, you simply dial 9 and the number you want to
reach.
That's all there is to it.
Personal copies of the Direct-Dial Directories for both
hospitals have been distributed to all physicians.
If you don't
have one, call 437-4872 and ask for one.
It will save you a lot
of time to have one available.
All Personnel should remember to mention both the hospital
and the department they are calling from when requesting a page.
That's the only way the operators can know where to direct the
return call.
Many Thanks to the volunteers from all three hospitals who
gave their time to intercept those calls inadvertently placed to
the old numbers and re-direct callers to the proper Centrex number.
Their help was invaluable!
Two others who did much to facilitate the changeoyer and
deserve a nod are Jack Parmer of Bell Telephone Company and
Joe Prestileo of Air Products & Chemicals, Inc.
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